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W. H. SILLS continuous family of projections {E t }, indexed on the real line, and he proved the existence of the scalar operator Sx = \tdE t x , xeX .
Ringrose [12] established that S -T and has recently [13] given a more comprehensive treatment in which he considers the nonreflexive situation.
In the present paper we explore a new method for obtaining the spectral theorem for this operator in a reflexive Banach space. Let AC Q be the maximal ideal of members of AC(I) which are zero at 0. Our method consists in introducing Arens multiplication into AC$*, the second conjugate space of AC 0 , and in investigating the larger algebra for a suitable family of idempotents which will serve as candidates for Smart's projections. The algebra AC$* is neither commutative nor semi-simple. Idempotents in this algebra are mapped into projections in J5(X), the algebra of bounded operators on X, by means of a homomorphism extension technique which extends the original operational calculus a->a(T) defined on AC 0 to a bounded homomorphism of AC** into B(X). Kamowitz has used this extension procedure in [9] . When X is reflexive, the extended homomorphism is defined on a quotient algebra of AC**. This quotient algebra is a copy of BV 0 , the algebra of functions of bounded variation on I which are zero at 0 (cf. [15] ).
The algebra AC 0 and its conjugate spaces are discussed in Sections 3 through 5. The extension theorem is in Section 6 and Section 7 is concerned with the well-bounded operator.
2 Preliminary notions. If X is a Banach space, X* and X** will denote the conjugate space and second conjugate space of X, respectively. The natural embedding of X into X** will be written x->x, where x(x*) -x*(x) for x* in X*. It is well known that X is dense in X** when the latter space is provided with the weak*-topology [4, p. 425] . Let A be a Banach algebra, with unit or not, commutative or not, with elements α, δ, . Let the elements of A* be written f,g, . Denote those of A** by ζ, η, . Arens multiplication is introduced into A** in three stages as follows: for fe A* and aeA,fOaeA* is defined by (fQa)(b)=f(ab), for be A. If )?eA** and/eA*, τ?0/eA* is defined by (?0/)(α) = ^(/0α), for ae A. Finally, let ξ,ηe A** be given. Then ξ 0 η e A** is defined by (£©?)(/) = £(?Θ A for fe A*. It follows that \\ξQ V \\ £ \\ξ\\ \\ V \\. The map 0 is bounded and bilinear at each stage of definition. As is noted in [1, 2] , 0 is an associative multiplication in A**, making this space into a Banach algebra under the usual norm. The natural map a-+ά is an isometric algebraic isomorphism, and if A is commutative, A is in the center of A**. Finally, we recall that for fixed )?€A**, the product ξ Qη is weak*-continuous in feA**, and for fixed ae A,aQη is weak*-continuous in ηe A**. We note that A** need not be commutative nor semi-simple even when A is (see Sec. 4, [3] ).
Let X, Y and Z be Banach spaces. Let Δ be a bilinear map of X x Y into Z (written (as, y) ~* xΔy) and suppose that is finite. Following Arens [2] , we define the adjoint of Δ by the map Δ* : Z* x X -> Γ* ((«*, α?) -> 2*J*a?) where we put (s* J*α?)(2/) = z*(xΔy), for 2* e i?*, $ e X, and yeY.
It is easy to see that zf* is bilinear and has the same norm as Δ. In later sections we shall always consider a second conjugate space of a Banach algebra as a Banach algebra.
3* Absolutely continuous functions* Let AC 0 be the complex algebra of absolutely continuous complex-valued functions on I = [0, 1] which are zero at 0, with the usual multiplication and addition for functions. In this section, the formula for the Arens multiplication in AC** is derived in terms of corresponding finitely additive set functions.
Let Proof. If μ is a multiplicative linear functional on AC 0 , it extends to a multiplicative linear functional σ on AC o φ{λβ} given by σ(a + λβ) = μ(a) + λ. Since a is a point evaluation, μ is a point evaluation as stated.
The spaces AC 0 , AC 0 * and AC 0 ** may be identified, respectively, with the spaces L u L^ and L*, where L^ is the complex space LJJ, jSf, m} with essential supremum norm which we will denote by Λ Γ OO ( ). It is well known that Li is isometrically isomorphic with the complex Banach space ba{I, j£f, m) consisting of all finitely additive, complexvalued set functions f defined on Sf, which vanish on Lebesgue null sets and which have finite total variation on I with respect to ^f ([4, p. 296] ). The total variation of ξ on a set EzSf, with respect to jSf, is given by where the supremum is taken over all partitions of E into a finite union of mutually disjoint sets Ei from Jέf.
In order to simplify notation we will use the same symbol for corresponding elements in equivalent spaces. Whether a symbol denotes a functional or a point or set function should be evident from the context. Thus, we have the following formulas:
feAC*,ae AC,
where ||/|| = N4f) and || ξ || = Var^ (ξ, I).
The notion of integration of L M functions with respect to finitely additive set functions as in formula (3.2.1) may be defined as follows: for ξ 6 ba{I, _Sf, m}, feL.,Ee£f, let
where
, is a sequence of finite linear combinations of characteristic functions of disjoint sets from £f such that N«,(f -f n ) -> 0 and where This integral is finitely additive on ^f and
The formulas for the Arens multiplication are computed next. 
Since ί 7 and b are absolutely continuous, we may integrate the integral containing F' by parts to obtain 354 W. H. SILLS
F(t)b(t)]l F (t) + f(t)a(t)W(t)dt .
Thus, for arbitrary b e AC 0 ,
The lemma now follows. Proof. Let 6 e AC 0 be arbitrary. Then
After integrating by parts,
Then x* is a bounded linear functional on L^ and, therefore, there is a|G 6α{Z, ^f 9 m] such that (3.3.1) x
*(g)=\g(t)df(t), geLâ
nd J 2 = #*(&). By Lemma 3.4 and making use of the absolute continuity of δ, we may integrate x*(b) as expressed in (3.3.1) by parts to get 
and apply Lemma 3.5. 4* Idempotents* With the aid of Theorem 3.6 we can identify a large family of idempotents in AC** and discuss their multiplication. In this section we will find a special family of idempotents useful for spectral theory.
Let Φ be the family of nonzero multiplicative linear functional on Loo. Each φ e Φ, when viewed as a member of δα{/, jSf f m}, is a set function on <& which assumes only the values 0 and 1. Let & denote the family of Lebesgue null sets contained in £&. There is a one-to-one correspondence between members of Φ and ultrafilters contained in Sf ~ & given by
The next lemma is probably well known. A short proof is given for completeness. 
where V is an arbitrarily small neighborhood of t in /. DEFINITION 
Let F t = [φeΦ h(φ) = t],tel
denote the fiber at t. In the next lemma we consider multiplication between members of fibers. We will adopt the convention that <p o ((O, 0)) = ^ ((1, 1) Proof. First suppose that 0 < s ^ ί < 1. By Theorem 3.6, n (M
By the multiplicative property of φ t , this is equal to ( <Pt((0, U))dφ s {u) + φ t {E)\ φ t ((u, l))dφ B (u) . JE JI

Since φ t ((0, u)) -k {tΛ) (u)
and φ t ((u, 1)) = k {0 , t) (u) except at some endpoints, which can be ignored,
and the first formula of (4.3.1) is apparent by the multiplicative property of φ s . The other cases and the second formula are verified in a similar manner. THEOREM 
(i) Each φeΦ is an idempotent.
(ii) // 0 ^ s < t :g 1 and φ s , φ t are "members of F S9 F u then
Proof.
By (4.3.1), (9>. Θ φ s )(E) = φ s (E) for each
Ee^f. (ii) Since s < ί, φ,((t, 1)) = 0 and φ 8 ((0, t)) = 1. Formula (4.3.1) implies that (cp β 0 φ t )(E) = ^(J&) for Ee^f.
Similarly, as ^((s, 1)) = 1 and ^((0, s)) = 0, we have (<p t 0 φ s ){E) = φ t (E).
A finer classification of members of Φ will be needed. If φ s e F S1 it must assume the value 1 on exactly one of the intervals (0, s) or (β, 1), if 0 < s < 1. We shall write φ s = ^s This classification splits each interior fiber into a positive and negative part, F s = F s + U F~, 0 < s < 1. The next theorem gives the Arens multiplication between elements of the same fiber. The noncommutativity of the multiplication is evident in (i) or (iii). THEOREM 
Let <pΐ, ft e Ft and φi, ψ^ e F t~ for t as indicated below. Then
Proof. The proof is an immediate consequence of (4.3.1).
The multiplication between members of Φ may be summarized as follows: if t < s in J, let F t preceed F s . In a given fiber F u , let F~ preceed F? when defined. If φ and ψ are any two members of Φ which do not both lie in a positive or negative part of a fiber, their product is commutative and is equal to the one in the fiber ahead in this ordering.
The remainder of this section is concerned with Theorem 4.6. Let Lt be the real space of equivalence classes of essentially-bounded and real-valued J^-measurable functions on I with essential supremum norm Noo( ). Let M^Mπ) denote the space of all real-valued (complex-valued), bounded and .Sf-measurable functions on I with supremum norm. THEOREM 
There exists a function U: I -» Φ such that (a) U(t) 6 F t + if 0 ^ t < 1, (b) U(t)(f) = f(t) except on a Lebesgue null set depending on f, for each feL^y (c) sup {| U(t)(f) |: t e [0,1)} -JNL(/), fe L», (d) Z7( ): I/*,->M OO is an algebraic isomorphism, (e) If f is continuous from the right in [0,1), then U(t)(f) = f(t).
Proof. Let feM£ and let
l-lln
Then p(f + g)(t) ^ p(f)(t) + p(g)(t) if f,ge MS, t e I, and if a ^ 0, p(af)(t) -ap(f)(t).
By the Hahn-Banach theorem, for tel, there is a linear functional G( )(ί) on MS to the real numbers such that G(/)(ί) ^ P(/)(*).
and a similar formula holds for G(/)(l). By Lebesgue's differentiation theorem, G(f)(t) = f(t) for almost all £ e I and by completeness of £f, G maps Mi into itself. The properties of G include:
If G were also multiplicative the proof could be concluded. A. and C. Ionescu Tulcea have given an elegant proof that a closely related mapping is multiplicative in [8, Prop. 4] . Following their proof, let θ', θ" be set mappings of £f into given by
They show that the convex set consisting of all mappings G f of MS into itself which satisfy properties (i) through (v) and which also satisfy The following corollary will be needed in the last section. 
has an extreme point H and that H is multiplicative on MS. Since H is defined on L£ by (iii), the map/ -> H(f)(t), t e I, is a multiplicative linear functional on L£. If we set U(t)(f) = H{f^(t) + iH(f 2 )(t) for
Proof.
By ( 
Thus, point evaluations in ACQ correspond to equivalence classes in Loo which contain characteristic functions of the form fc L0 ,t) Hence, Yoo is the closed linear manifold in L^ generated by such equivalence classes. Since k ίQtt) is continuous from the right, its equivalence class is mapped into k ίOtt) e M^ under Ϊ7( ) Hence, U( -) carries Y^ onto B and is clearly an isometric isomorphism. Let ha denote the complex space δα{[0,1), Σ} consisting of all finitely additive, complex-valued set functions y defined on Σ for which Varv (7, [0, 1) ) is finite. It is well known that ba is isometrically isomorphic with B* under the correspondence x*eB*,yeha, J [0,1) where the norm of x* is equal to the total variation of 7. A nice discussion of this integral may be found in [7; 4, p. 258] ([8, t) (y g , [0, 1) ). Conversely, forτ€δα we may define g y (t) -τ([0, ί)) for 0 < t g 1, ί/ γ (0) = 0, to obtain a member of BV Q . It follows that B V o , ba and the quotient algebra are isometrically isomorphic as Banach spaces. It remains to show that the multiplication induced in J5F 0 from the quotient algebra is the usual pointwise multiplication of functions. It is apparent from the Hahn-Banach theorem and the various isometric isomorphisms mentioned above that set functions in ba arise precisely from set functions in ba by restriction to the subalgebra Σ c_Sf. Thus, a general member of BV 0 may be viewed as
Let ηeAC$*. By remark (iii) in the second paragraph of this section, (ζ 0 y]){μ t ) -HfttiyiPt) f°r point evaluations μ t on AC Q . On the other hand,
The noncommutativity of AC?* was shown in Theorem 4.5. Another proof of this fact and a proof that AC** is not semi-simple has been given by Gulick [6] based upon methods of Civin and Yood. 6* Extension of a homomorphisnu Let A be a Banach algebra and suppose p 0 is a bounded homomorphism of A into B(X), the algebra of bounded linear operators on a Banach space X. Under the natural embedding α->α we may consider A as a subalgebra of A** with Arens multiplication. In this section we consider the problem of extending p Q to the larger algebra. We recall that a net {T a } converges to T in the weak operator topology in B(X) if and only if x*T a x-* x*Tx for each x* e X* and each x e X. Mathematical papers intended for publication in the Pacific Journal of Mathematics should be typewritten (double spaced). The first paragraph or two must be capable of being used separately as a synopsis of the entire paper. It should not contain references to the bibliography. Manuscripts may be sent to any one of the four editors. All other communications to the editors should be addressed to the managing editor, Richard Arens at the University of California, Los Angeles, California 90024. 50 reprints per author of each article are furnished free of charge; additional copies may be obtained at cost in multiples of 50.
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